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Welcome to issue 3 of the Shot. In this issue we’re featuring
photographers showcasing photography which ranges from
highlighting the current epidemic of the ‘Ghost Estate’ problem in
Ireland today to fashion, art and lomography.
We’ve had an amazing response from you the reader and
we hope you keep showcasing your photography in both the
magazine and in the Daily Shot.
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Ivana Patarcic
I’m 25 years of age and a fashion, portrait and street photographer
based in Dublin. My interest in photography started when I was 10
years old by collecting & taking as many photographs as I could. I
never stopped focusing on it, but only last year in October I started
taking it seriously. I am currently studying for HND at New Media
Technology in Dublin.
My way of thinking of the outcome starts with black&white photography
in which I excel. My love of black & white photography started with
learning to process and print my own black & white photographs in
the darkroom. I got inspired by many photographers varying from
documentary & street photography to fashion photography. Some of
which are: Henri Cartier-Bresson, Joel Meyerowitz, Abelardo Morell,
Tim Walker and many more. My inspiration process starts with a
coffee, and would finish with the thoughts that come before going to
sleep. Going through blogs, magazines with amazing editorials, music
videos and films I’m continuously looking for inspiration. I always try to
collect all the relevant images for my ideas book, where everything
starts coming together. I also draw inspiration by working with a few
extremely talented stylists. I did a lot of collaboration with a friend of
mine, Aislinn Ellen Lawlor, who I think is one of the most inspirational
people I have ever met.
www.flickr.com/photos/42330295@N03/

Aaron Dempsey
My background includes painting and graphic design, and since
returning to Griffith College in 2007 to study for a BA in Photography,
I have tried to adapt these skills to my work with photography. My
approach could be best described as constructed. My projects or
images are borne out of an initial concept, from which I will make a
sketch, develop a plan and then set about creating an image to sit
with the idea. I also seek out commercial work which will allow this
freedom and I have been commissioned to produce promotional work
for music, events etc.
Whilst studying, some of my early influences included the work of
Philip Lorca DiCorcia, Gregory Crewdson, Tamara Dean and on
a commercial level Mitch Jenkins. Increasingly towards the end
of my studies I found my own work following a similar path to their
constructive form of photography. Whilst I have worked with and
always had a deep admiration for documentary work, the process
I am most comfortable with involves conceiving an idea, creating
an image to represent that concept and constructing the image to
photograph. After graduating from GCD in 2010 I have tried to
expand my portfolio and continue working in this manner.
Since that time I have exhibited in various group exhibitions. In July
2010, some of my ‘Dreams’ series were involved in ‘The Thing That
Bruises You’ as part of Photofestival Ireland 2010. This collection of
images were an attempt to produce visual representations of dreams.
Through a process of interviews and consultation with the subjects I
produced a series of images that were inspired by actual accounts
of fearful dreams, these were all contributed by women ranging

from childhood to old age. The images bid to question the relation of
these ‘fear’ dreams to the subject’s stage of life. This summer one of
these images ‘The Dolls School’ was chosen to form part of The Royal
Photographic Society’s International Print Exhibition in London.
I am also involved with a collective of photographers, Arcadia, and
in July of this year we staged an exhibition, ‘The Grey Area’ as part
of Photofestival Ireland 2011. The work attempted to address some of
life’s grey areas and featured an individual project on the subject by
a diverse group of photographers. My own project, ‘Last?’, tackled
the grey area of the uncertainty of the moment of death. This moment
has been both taboo and an issue that has perplexed mankind for
centuries with many theories existing on the subject; Will we be guided
into a tunnel of light, will we ascend to the heavens, will our life flash
before our eyes, will there be the familiar welcome of a loved one
who’s already gone or will we fade to nothingness? With these images
I attempted to address some of these theories and each photograph
is constructed to correspond to them. The show ran for the month of
July and this particular project remains a work in progress.
I continue to expand my practice using this constructive approach and
I have several projects in motion which reflect this. I believe that an
image or body of work presented as art must portray a narrative,
pose a question or strike thought in the viewer and I would hope that
my work achieves this. I find influence for my work in everything I see,
from art, music, cinema to the simplest aspects or moments in life.
www.aarondempseyphoto.com

Valérie Anex
Valerie Anex is a young Irish-Swiss artist born in 1983 in Lausanne,
Switzerland. She first graduated in 2007 at the Graduate Institute of
International and Development studies in Geneva, before entering
the Geneva University of Art and Design the same year. Her activities
include photography, film and video. She travelled to West Africa with
one of her first films in 2008 and went for a semester exchange with
the cinema school SICA in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 2009. She
graduated from Geneva University of Art and Design (HEADGENEVE) in July 2011 with a Masters Degree in Fine Art, where she
was awarded the Neumann prize attributed by the City of Geneva
for her photographic work Ghost Estates.
These houses are lying there empty, in abandoned and isolated
areas, waiting for somebody to move in or for someone to finish them.
Bitter memories left by the spectral and temporary nature of
the property boom in Ireland, ghost estates are the symbol of the
property market’s collapse, a topology of the economic disintegration
of the country. The National Institute for Regional and Spatial Analysis
NIRSA defines a ghost estate as a development of ten houses or more
in which fifty per cent or less of homes are occupied or completed.
In October 2010, according to official estimates, there were 2846
ghost estates and more than 350 000 vacant homes throughout the
Republic of Ireland. Ghost estates can be found everywhere, but most
of them are located in the rural areas of the northern and western
part of the country, in the counties of Cavan, Leitrim, Longford and
Roscommon, which are the estates I visited.

These empty shells are eyesores for the locals in these small towns.
They rile them as premature vestiges evoking hope of prosperity in
the boom days but today they are face to face with looming disaster.
The crisis is affecting the country – unemployment, debts, budget cuts,
flights of capital investments – but it is also shaping the landscape. It
is visible everywhere on the territory. Built in places where no one
wanted to live, they are the evidence of the failure of the political
and economical logic of short-term growth, which during a few years
seemed to perform miracles. Indeed, the Celtic Tiger had completely
transformed the country, handling resources and energy, creating
employment and wealth, attracting financial investments and a
large number of immigrants. Yet, since the financial crisis of 2008,
prosperity has given away to economic disaster and depression. The
Irish landscape largely reflects this economic situation but is also the
reflection of a more global crisis.

Eddie Mallin
A selection of images under the title “Dirty Old Town”, the title coming
from the words of an old Dublin ballad, which attaches itself to my
affectionate or romantic view of our capital city Dublin. The song words
reflect well for me the mood and atmosphere I try to convey in the
photographs I make of Dublin. Our wonderful low autumn and winter
light is also a great inspiration.
My liking for the moody black and white images I try to make harks back
mainly to the pictorialism of the 40’ and 50’s where I am influenced from
work I have seen from the likes of Bill Brandt and or more especially
Robert Doisneau, my favourite from that band of a remarkable French
photographers who wandered the streets of Paris creating beautifully
intimate images. For me Dublin’s winter light especially that contrasty
January and February sunshine allow strong lines and dark shadows
play an important part in many of my images, as also do the small
lonely subjects that often wander into my compositions. The street
furniture of our city, the red bricked textured walls, the lamp posts,
even the ugly cables and poles are important elements I choose to
include in my images.
However it’s the final part of the photographic process that gives
me the greatest pleasure, where the negative will be printed on to
a piece of heavy gelatin silver photographic paper. The importance
of this part of the process has been heightened for me recently
with a number of important photographic print exhibitions in IMMA
over the last few years. Among them we had Picturing New York
and the current show, The David Kronn Collection, both include
beautifully hand crafted photographic prints, many vintage, printed

by the photographers looking as stunning today as the day they were
printed. The Photographic print is for me one of the most important
and satisfying steps in the photographic process. It’s by far the most
difficult as the visualised image starts to take on a new life in the wet
darkroom with the process of controlling, darkening and lightening
the pre-selected areas of your print for creative and tonal effect. The
darkroom is a place for me where perfection is not always attainable
or even desired, a place where you are happy when occasionally a
happy accident might occur and surprise you with an unexpected gem.
Eddie Mallin is a photographer and printer who uses the on-line tag
“monosnaps” His images can be viewed and shared on Flickr, also you
can view more of his work on his website.
www.monosnaps.com

Brendan Flynn
I never actually studied photography. I got my camera from New York
in November 2009. Initially with nothing in mind, I did notice there was
a lot of buzz around the “local”. So I decided this would become the
theme of my project. After a lot of thought I settled on gaining access
to the local psychiatric hospital. A place with a very interesting history,
opening its doors 178 years ago.
Eventually gaining access after a lot of deliberation I started into what
was an on going project until the winter of 2010 ,when it was brought
to an abrupt end. Due to lack of heat, the pipes exploded filling parts
of the hospital with water and making access to this day impossible
due to health and safety reasons.
While there I heard there was someone else taking photos and found
out that she was doing her masters in photography. We decided we
would visit the place on the same days as to have some company.
This really is when all my technical ability started to grow, for which I
must thank Una for having the patience for answering all my questions.
Today I’m studying a Bachelor of Arts in Art and Design in Galway,
where I continue to take on many different projects across all the
different disciplines of art and design.
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wants your shots...
If you’d like to show your work, please send us
five photos, with no more than five hundred
words to us at:
info@theshot.ie
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Disclaimer

The Shot respects the privacy of its
users. If you wish to be removed from our
database please email info@theshot.ie

Information on the Shot website is provided
by many different people. While every effort
has been made to ensure the accuracy and
reliability of this material, we cannot guarantee that it always is.

The shot do not collect personal information
about you when you visit the web site unless
you choose to provide it to us. Any information which you provide in this way is not made
available to any third parties and is used by
the Shot only in line with the purpose for
which you provided it.
The Shot website links you to many other
websites. We do not have any control over
the content, security policy or privacy policy
of these sites.

All content belongs solely to, and is copyrighted by each
artist. None of the artwork may be used or reprinted without
permission directly from the artist.

It is provided for information purposes only
and is not intended, and should not be relied
upon, as any form of warranty, representation, undertaking, contractual, or other commitment binding in law upon the Shot.
The Shot website links you to many other
websites. We do not have any control over
the content, security policy or privacy policy
of these sites.

